Postural stability in symmetrical gaits
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In this paper the method of stability analysis of dynamic symmetrical gaits is discussed. The problem of dynamic postural equilibrium, taking into account the role of compliant feet, is solved. The equilibrium conditions are split between the foot attachment points and the points within the foot-end area. The present method is useful for motion synthesis, taking into account robot parameters. It also helps in the robot foot design. As an illustrative example a four-legged diagonal gait is considered. The theoretical results were verified by implementing and observing the diagonal gait in four-legged machine with and without feet.
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1. Some properties of animal locomotion

The majority of body functions such as beating of the heart, breathing, chewing, locomotion, etc., is periodic [1]. In human walking, synchronized displacement of all main parts of the body is noticeable. Longitudinal and lateral rotation of the trunk, pelvis and twist of shoulders are coordinated with the states of walking cadence (moment of foot touching the ground, foot lift-off, middle stance, etc.) [4], [5]. When the mobility of one joint is affected it influences the motion of the rest. This means that the external disturbance affects the natural rhythm globally and the whole body adapts to it. This also occurs during motion transitions (change from one rhythmic gait to another one) – the changes of leg trajectories are coincident with the motion transition of the other parts of the body. This is evident when looking at the torso. During uphill walk the postural stability is adjusted by changes of torso inclination in the sagittal plane. When the legs are avoiding obstacles the change of inclination in the frontal plane plays a role. In publications discussing gait biomechanics, the resonant nature of human locomotion is underscored [6].

In general, the periodicity is clearly visible during fast gaits of invertebrate and vertebrate (figure 1). Four legs in eight-legged crabs, three legs in six-legged insects, two legs in quadrupeds during jumps or runs (in the so-called symmetric gaits) are transferred together, they act as one leg in bipeds [3]. The rhythmic gait, when the legs are transferred symmetrically in two groups, is often compared to the oscillations of a single inverted pendulum or spring loaded inverted pendulum. In the recent works, the body is compared not to one pendulum (and moreover not to an inverted one), but to a set of connected pendulums [2]. Using the comparative study of animal leg structure it was shown that the postural adjustment of the whole leg creates a spring effect [7].

Biologically inspired symmetric gaits produce the fastest displacements of walking machines. In hexapod robots, those gaits are statically stable, but in quadrupeds and bipeds, the dynamical effects have a decisive influence on the postural stability. Despite that, the majority of publications devoted to walking
machines focus on the general design problems and on the motion generation principles (e.g., [8], [10]–[12], [14], [17]). The control aspects are also discussed ([21]–[23]), but our detailed research of the analysis of equilibrium conditions in the dynamical gaits, taking into account the stabilizing role of the foot, has not been published yet.

The legs of multi-legged walking machines have usually 2 or 3 active degrees of freedom. The additional degrees of freedom (if introduced) are passive. The foot compliance is typically obtained using springs. Many multi-legged robots have feet shaped as balls or as rotating plates [20]. The feet are attached to the shank by passive prismatic joints (figure 2). More complex designs consist of 3 passive DOFs [9]. The potentiometers are sometimes utilized as sensors for monitoring the joint positions (figure 3). The biologically inspired foot with three fingers and 2 active DOFs (figure 4) is a unique example [13] of a more complex structure. In gait synthesis, the attention is paid to the positioning of active joints. The role of foot with its passive DOFs during walk of a multi-legged machine is often neglected.

The foot considered in the example is presented in figure 5. Prismatic joint between the foot and shank is combined with the spring. This endows the leg with compliance – the spring length changes proportionally to the vertical force. This change is small, but produces postural equilibrium as it will be discussed later.

Let us assume that $OXYZ$ is an immobile reference frame, $RXYZ$ is the frame attached to the robot trunk.

The coordinates of the robot mass center $^R(xy)_{CG}$ are equal to:

$$^R(xy)_{CG} = \frac{m_0^R(xy)x_0 + \sum_i \sum_j m_{ij}^R(xy)_{ij}}{m},$$

where: $^R(xy) = \{^Rx, ^Ry, ^Rz\}$, $m_0$ – the mass of trunk, $m = m_0 + \sum_i \sum_j m_{ij}$ – the total mass. To illustrate the method we will consider the prototype quadruped
with dimensions and masses distribution presented in figure 5 (dimensions are expressed in mm). The subscript \(s_i\) indicates the supporting leg.

In the diagonal gait considered, the supporting legs are 1 and 4, or 2 and 3, where 1 denotes the left front leg, 2 – the right front leg, 3 – the left hind leg, 4 – the right hind leg. In farther considerations, \(s_1\) and \(s_2\) will mark the pair of supporting legs (\(s_1 = 1\) implies \(s_2 = 4\), and \(s_1 = 2\) implies \(s_2 = 3\)). The masses of foot and its mounting parts are equal and are denoted by \(m_{f4}\) (mass of foot mounting part), \(m_{f5}\) (mass of the foot).

Force equilibrium conditions are usually expressed with reference to the external coordinate frame \(OXYZ\). They can easily be expressed with reference to the local frame \(RXYZ\) [19]. With reference to the frame \(RXYZ\) these conditions are as follows:

\[
\sum_i R f_{s_i} = F_e + m ( R \bar{r}_{CG} + R g) 
\]

\[
= F_e + m_0 R g + \sum_i m_y ( R \bar{r}_y + R g) 
\]

\[
= F_e + R f_{CG} = [ R f_{CG}^{e}, R f_{CG}^{y}, R f_{CG}^{z} ]^T, \tag{2}
\]

where \(R g = R T_O [0, 0, -g]^T\), \(g\) is the gravity constant. \(R T_O\) is the transformation matrix from \(OXYZ\) to \(RXYZ\). \(R f_{CG}\) is the resultant force vector acting on the robot mass center. \(R f_{s_i} = [ R f_{s_i}^{e}, R f_{s_i}^{y}, R f_{s_i}^{z} ]^T\) is the vector of force exerted by the leg-end. The torque equilibrium conditions expressed with reference to the frame \(RXYZ\) are:

\[
\sum_i ( R r_{s_i} - R r_{CG} ) \times R f_{s_i} 
\]

\[
= \sum_i ( R r_{s_i} - R r_{CG} ) \times ( F_e + m ( R \bar{r}_{CG} + R g) ) 
\]

\[
= \sum_i ( R r_{s_i} - R r_{CG} ) \times ( F_e + R f_{CG} ) 
\]

\[
= [-R M_z, -R M_y, -R M_x]^T. \tag{3}
\]

\(R M_z, R M_y, R M_x\) are the external moments applied to the robot. In our considerations, we assume only the rotation about the vertical axis \(Z\) passing through the point \(R\); \(I_{zz}\) is the main inertia moment around the axis \(Z\), and \(\phi_Z\) is the rotation angle. With the above assumption: \(R M_z = 0\), \(R M_y = 0\), \(R M_x = I_Z \phi_Z\). Stating this more briefly, we denote \(F_e + R f_{CG}\) by \(R f_{CG}^e\)

\[
A f = F, \tag{4}
\]

where

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
- R x_{s1} & R y_{s1} & 0 & - R z_{s1} & R y_{s2} & - R x_{s2} \\
R z_{s1} & 0 & - R x_{s1} & R z_{s2} & 0 & - R x_{s2} \\
-R y_{s1} & R x_{s1} & 0 & - R y_{s2} & R x_{s2} & 0
\end{bmatrix},
\]

\[
f = [ R f_{s1}^{x}, R f_{s1}^{y}, R f_{s1}^{z}, R f_{s2}^{x}, R f_{s2}^{y}, R f_{s2}^{z} ]^T,
\]
The matrix $A$ is singular ($\text{rank}(A) < 6$), the rank of the extended matrix is 6 which means that the equalities cannot be fulfilled. The equilibrium conditions described by (2), (3) cannot be fulfilled considering only the leg-ends. Taking into account the stabilizing role of the feet we split the equilibrium conditions between the points $B_i$ and $C_i$ for two supporting legs. Passive joint in the foot attachment allows the rotation about the axis parallel to $Y$, but not the rotation about the $X$ direction. Therefore we assume that the forces exerted at points $B_i$ of the supporting legs compensate for the moment $R M_x$. For the evaluation of vertical leg-end forces we assume that the points $B_i$ are located at a constant distance $H – h$ from the plane $RXY$ ($^Rz_{Bsi} = –H + h$).

Having known those components of vertical force exerted at the points $B_i$, the change of the spring length $dh_i$ under the loads $^Rf_z_{Bsi}$ can be evaluated:

$$dh_1 = \frac{|^Rf_z_{B1i}|}{k_1},$$

$$dh_2 = \frac{|^Rf_z_{B2i}|}{k_2},$$

$k_1, k_2$ are the spring constants. The heights of the points $B_i$ are equal to $h_1 = h – dh_1$ and $h_2 = h – dh_2$.

Having the above result we express separately the moments $^R M_x^{Bsi}, ^R M_y^{Bsi}$ acting on $CG$ due to the forces at $B_i$:

$$^R M_x^{Bsi} = \frac{^R f_y_{Bsi}}{^R y_{Bsi1}} + \frac{^R f_x_{Bsi} \cdot (^R z_{CG} + h – H)}{^R y_{Bsi1} – ^R y_{Bsi2}},$$

$$^R M_y^{Bsi} = \frac{^R f_x_{Bsi}}{^R x_{Bsi1}} – \frac{^R f_z_{Bsi} \cdot (^R y_{CG} + h – H)}{^R y_{Bsi1} – ^R y_{Bsi2}}.$$  

The leg-end reaction forces ($–^Rf_x_{Csi}, –^Rf_y_{Csi}, –^Rf_z_{Csi}$) are applied at the points $C_{si}$ (figure 6). Those points are by $h_i$ lower than $B_i$, and are translated by $dx_{si}$ $dy_{si}$ towards the vertical projection of $B_i$ onto the supporting plane ($^R x_{Csi} = ^R x_{Bsi} + dx_{si}$, $^R y_{Csi} = ^R y_{Bsi} + dy_{si}$). The moments $^R M_x^{Csi}, ^R M_y^{Csi}$ exerted in $CG$ due to the forces at $C_{si}$ are equal to:

$$^R M_x^{Csi} = \frac{^R f_y_{Csi} \cdot (H + h_i)}{^R y_{Bsi1} – ^R y_{Bsi2}} + \frac{^R f_z_{Csi} \cdot (dx_{si} + ^R x_{Bsi1} – ^R x_{CG})}{^R x_{Bsi1}},$$

$$^R M_y^{Csi} = \frac{^R f_x_{Csi} \cdot (H + h_i)}{^R y_{Bsi1} – ^R y_{Bsi2}} – \frac{^R f_z_{Csi} \cdot (dy_{si} + ^R y_{Bsi1} – ^R y_{CG})}{^R x_{Bsi1}}.$$  

Fig. 6. Left: robot foot and notation, right: view of the prototype
We keep in mind that \( R_{f_{CG}} = R_{f_{B1}} + (m_f + m_f)g \), \( R_{fx_{C1}} = R_{fx_{B1}} \) and \( R_{fy_{C1}} = R_{fy_{B1}} \). We assume that the points \( C_i \) are so located that in the feet mounting points \( B_i \) additional moments around \( X \) and \( Y \) directions are not produced, therefore the moments expressed by (8) are equal to the moments (9):

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{M_{x_{B1}}}^x &= R_{M_{x_{C1}}}^x, \\
R_{M_{y_{B1}}}^y &= R_{M_{y_{C1}}}^y. 
\end{align*}
\]

(10)

First the moments \( R_{M_{x_{B1}}}^x, R_{M_{y_{C1}}}^y \) are compared taking into account (8) and (9), \( R_{fy_{C1}} \) is evaluated for \( i = 1 \), and the result is used in (10) for \( i = 2 \) taking into account \( R_{fy_{C1}} = R_{fy_{C2}} - R_{fy_{C1}} \). After regrouping the terms the relationship between \( dy_1 \) and \( dy_2 \) is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
dy_1 &= a_1 - b_1 dy_2 - d_1 + c_1, \\
a_1 &= \frac{h_1(R_{y_{CG}} - R_{y_{B1}})g(m_{f4} + m_{f5})}{h_2 R_{f_{C1}}}, \\
b_1 &= \frac{h_1 R_{f_{C2}}}{h_2 R_{f_{C1}}}, \\
d_1 &= \frac{h_1 R_{fy_{CG}}}{R_{f_{C1}}}, \\
c_1 &= \frac{(R_{y_{CG}} - R_{y_{B1}})g(m_{f4} + m_{f5})}{R_{f_{C1}}}. 
\end{align*}
\]

Analogically the moments \( R_{M_{x_{B1}}}^x, R_{M_{x_{C1}}}^y \) are compared and the relationship between \( dx_1 \) and \( dx_2 \) is obtained:

\[
\begin{align*}
dx_1 &= -aa_1 + bb_1 dx_2 + dd_1 - cc_1, \\
aa_1 &= \frac{h_1(R_{x_{CG}} - R_{y_{B1}})g(m_{f4} + m_{f5})}{h_2 R_{f_{C1}}}, \\
b_1 &= \frac{h_1 R_{f_{C2}}}{h_2 R_{f_{C1}}}, \\
d_1 &= \frac{h_1 R_{fy_{CG}}}{R_{f_{C1}}}, \\
c_1 &= \frac{(R_{x_{CG}} - R_{x_{B1}})g(m_{f4} + m_{f5})}{R_{f_{C1}}}. 
\end{align*}
\]

(12)

Let us define \( ^R COP \) – the intersection point of \( ^R f_{CG} \) with the supporting plane (figure 5). This point is also the attachment point of the resultant reaction force vector. During the real (physical) walk it is also the Center Of Pressure (COP). In smooth walk (with smooth motion of the trunk), it is expected that \( ^R z_{COP} = ^R z_{COP} = -H = \) const. The point \( COP \) being the intersection of the vector \( ^R f_{CG} \) with the plane \( ^R z_{COP} = -H \) has the following coordinates:

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{x_{COP}} &= R_{x_{CG}} - \frac{R_{f_{CG}}}{R_{f_{C1}}} (H + ^R z_{CG}), \\
R_{y_{COP}} &= R_{y_{CG}} - \frac{R_{f_{CG}}}{R_{f_{C1}}} (H + ^R z_{CG}).
\end{align*}
\]

(13)

(14)

In stable posture, the moments \( R_{M_{x}}, R_{M_{y}} \) resulting from the reaction forces and evaluated in the supporting plane in relation to the reference point \( COP \) shall be equal to zero:

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{M_{x}} &= (R_{y_{C1}} - R_{y_{COP}}) R_{f_{C1}} \\
&\quad + (R_{y_{C2}} - R_{y_{COP}}) R_{f_{C2}} = 0, \quad (15) \\
R_{M_{y}} &= (R_{x_{C1}} - R_{x_{COP}}) R_{f_{C1}} \\
&\quad + (R_{x_{C2}} - R_{x_{COP}}) R_{f_{C2}} = 0. \quad (16)
\end{align*}
\]

Considering (15), (16) and the 3rd equality from (4) we obtain:

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{f_{C1}} &= \frac{R_{f_{C1}}^{e}(R_{x_{COP}} - R_{x_{C2}})}{R_{f_{C1}}} \\
&\quad - \frac{\Delta x_{B1} + dx_1 - dx_2}{R_{f_{C1}}}, \\
R_{f_{C2}} &= \frac{R_{f_{C2}}^{e}(R_{x_{COP}} - R_{x_{C1}})}{R_{f_{C2}}} \\
&\quad - \frac{\Delta x_{B2} + dx_1 - dx_2}{R_{f_{C2}}},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( ^R \Delta x_{B1} = R_{x_{B1}} - R_{x_{B2}}, \ ^R \Delta x_{B2} = R_{y_{B1}} - R_{y_{B2}}. \)

Remembering that on the basis of (6) the forces \( R_{f_{C1}}(R_{f_{C1}} = R_{f_{B1}} + g(m_{f4} + m_{f5})) \) are known, we rearrange each equation (17) separately:

\[
\begin{align*}
dy_{s1} &= \frac{R_{f_{C1}}^{e}(R_{y_{COP}} - R_{y_{B1}})}{R_{f_{C1}}} \Delta y_{B1} - dy_{s2} \frac{R_{f_{C2}}^{e}}{R_{f_{C1}}}, \\
-dy_{s2} &= \frac{R_{f_{C2}}^{e}}{R_{f_{C1}}} dy_{s2} \frac{R_{f_{C2}}^{e}}{R_{f_{C1}}},
\end{align*}
\]

(18)
Now the results (18) are inserted into (11) and (12), which produces:

\[
dx_i = \frac{R f_{ZCG}^e (R x_{ZS} - R x_{B_{1,2}}) - R \Delta x_{B_{1,2}}}{f_{ZCG1}} - dx_{x_i} \frac{R f_{ZCG2}}{f_{ZCG1}}, \]

\[
dx_i = a_i - dx_{x_i} \frac{R f_{ZCG2}}{f_{ZCG1}}. \tag{18}\]

Once \(dx_{x_i}\) and \(dy_{y_i}\) are obtained the remaining force components can easily be calculated using (10).

3. Verification of the method

The experimental confirmation of the role of the feet in postural stabilization was obtained by observing stable displacement of the walking machine by using the diagonal gait. After dismounting the feet the machine overturned when trying to move by that gait. This proves that the stable posture is obtained due to the shift of leg-end force vector within the sole area as it was predicted and discussed above. The method was validated by simulation where the parameters of real robot and its gait were taken into account. Robot structure and its mass distribution are presented in figure 5. The legs have 3 active DOFs – 2 in the hip and 1 in the knee. As was mentioned, the shank and foot are connected by a passive joint. The attachment uses an in-built vertical spring (figure 6). The robot and its control system were described in [15], [16], and in [18] the motion properties were discussed. The robot trunk length \(l_0\) equals 0.25 [m]; width, \(w_0\) = 0.18 [m]; thigh and shank lengths, \(l_2 = l_3 = 0.08\) [m]; total mass, \(m = 2.522\) [kg]; trunk mass, \(m_0 = 1.382\) [kg]; mass of hip segment, \(m_{11} = m_1 = 0.094\) [kg]; mass of thigh, \(m_{12} = m_2 = 0.034\) [kg]; mass of shank, \(m_{13} = m_3 = 0.08\) [kg]; foot masses: the upper part, \(m_{14} = 0.017\) [kg], the lower part, \(m_{15} = 0.06\) [kg].

The results obtained for the robot moving along a straight line with constant speed are presented. The robot height was \(H = 0.22\) [m], the step length was 0.2 [m] and the walking speed was 0.083 [m/s], the spring constants were \(k_1 = k_2 = 580\) N/cm. The results are presented in figures 7 to 9. Figure 7 illustrates \(dx_{x_1}\) shift and \(dx_{x_2}\) shifts for a pair of supporting legs, and figure 8 shows \(dy_{y_1}\) shifts. The side shifts \(dy_{y_i}\) of the points \(C_{si}\) are very small, the forward–backward \(dx_{x_i}\) shifts are bigger, but the plate type feet with the radius not smaller than 3 cm will assure the postural stability.

In figures 9 and 10, the vertical components of reaction forces at the points \(B_{si}\) are shown. Figure 11 presents the sum of those forces. For better illustration the forces were normalized by the absolute value of the body weight (without the weight of the 2 supporting feet) and expressed in per cent. The hind leg in that gait is loaded more than the front one. The impact visible for the front leg force, at the beginning
of the support phase, suggests that the front leg stabilizes the body posture when the body tends to rotate to the side of that leg about the diagonal connecting the hips of the previous supporting pair. The substantial impact at the end of the support phase of the hind leg shows that this leg produces stronger lift-off impulse pushing the body. Similar properties were observed in the gaits of horses, but no calculations have been provided [7]. The shape of the time plot of force in figure 11 resembles that of the reaction force registered during human walk (figure 12). At the beginning and the end of the support phase, force impacts are visible, the impact at the end of the support phase is relatively stronger than that at the beginning. The average impact (above the body weight) is weak, i.e. within 2 per cent.

**4. Conclusion**

The confirmation that the feet play an important role in postural stabilization of a walking machine using a diagonal gait has been obtained. The present method of force evaluation decomposes equilibrium conditions taking into account foot attachments and foot-ends. Disregarding the condition for $M_z$ makes the rotation of the feet around the Z axis possible. In the considered prototype (as in the majority of quadrupeds), the feet rotate freely around the vertical axis passing through the point of their attachment to the shank. Due to the existence of this freedom of motion about the vertical axis in real robots the fact that no condition has been imposed on $M_z$ becomes a logical consequence.

Postural stability observed during motion of a real machine using the diagonal gait confirms the correctness of the present considerations. The relations obtained are useful for the walking machine design. The knowledge of leg-end force application point displacements $dx_i$, $dy_i$ towards the feet mounting points has an important influence on the synthesis of dynamical stable gaits. The knowledge of those displacements is needed to assess whether the foot supporting area will assure postural stability. On the basis on the present results the change of the foot area or the change of the leg configuration (change in the position of $CG$) can be used for postural stabilization.
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